
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE SUN-CLIMATE RELATION ONTIME SCALES OFDECADES TO CENTURIES: THE POSSIBILITYOF TOTAL IRRADIANCE VARIATIONSS.L. BALIUNAS AND W.H. SOONHarvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138Mount Wilson Observatory, Mount Wilson, CA 91023Sunlight supplies most of the energy that drives the dynamics of theterrestrial climate. Speculation on the role of changes in the sun and theirinuence on changes in the earth's climate has been ongoing for centuries.Riccioli (1651, 1653) considered the possible connection of sunspot activitywith weather in Italy, e.g., the warm and dry weather during Septemberof 1632 when there were no spots in contrast to the cold June of 1642when there were many spots. Herschel (1801) reported, \I am now muchinclined to believe that openings with great shallows, ridges, nodules andcorrugations, instead of small indentations, may lead us to expect a copiousemission of heat, and therefore mild seasons. And that on the contrary,pores, small indentations, the absence of ridges and nodules, and of largeopenings and shallows, will denote a spare emission of heat, may induce usto expect severe seasons" (see, e.g., Schove 1983 for a review of the historyof the sun-climate connection).Modern evidence on the possible inuence of solar variability and terres-trial climate change has been accumulating as interest in the role of naturalvariability in climate change has increased. But there are two major stum-bling blocks: the lack of (1) a complete description of solar variability; and(2) knowledge of the response of climate to changes in solar radiation. Mod-eling of that climate response must go beyond a mechanism driven purelyradiatively; it must also include radiatively-induced dynamical changes aswell (Palmer 1993; Holton 1994). But modeling e�orts generally treat anincrease in the solar constant input (a physically more correct prescriptionwould be an increase of total irradiance) to the climate system to be radia-tively equivalent to that from an increase in atmospheric concentration oftrace anthropogenic greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide, methane, CFCsand nitrous oxide. The additional, regional impact of the anthropogenicsulfate aerosols has also been modeled in a similar way.



2 S.L. BALIUNAS AND W.H. SOONIn addition, that assumption of the equivalence of input of solar andanthropogenic forcing ignores a key issue: Does the response of the climatesystem di�er signi�cantly for di�erent forcings? If the answer to this ques-tion is a�rmative, it should be possible to identify speci�c causes of climatechange. As will be seen, the consequences of di�erent kinds of forcings, in-cluding solar variability, are still di�cult to disentangle.Brief overview of climate variabilityThere are two broad de�nitions for natural variability of the climate. Inorder to avoid confusion we give the de�nition we use, namely, the uctua-tions in the actual { not model-derived { climate parameters, excluding an-thropogenic causes. The total climate variability is then the sum of the nat-ural and anthropogenic components. This di�ers from the de�nition of \nat-ural variability" found in some modeling e�orts, namely, the uctuationsproduced by climate simulations when external, time-independent forcings(including anthropogenic) are imposed.1 In other words, that model-basedde�nition of natural variability excludes time-dependent forcing caused byintrinsic solar variability.The natural variability of the climate shows a spectrum with smoothly-increasing power towards longer time scales, plus power at distinct fre-quencies (notably, e.g., one day, one year; Mitchell 1976 gives a qualitativespectrum). Lorenz (1963) showed how a non-linear, deterministic convec-tive model of the extra-tropic climate with relatively few parameters (i.e.,three components) can lead to solutions that are chaotic. Lorenz's resultsimply that the underlying spectrum of climate variability may be chaoticbecause of the sensitivity of the models' equations to initial conditions.In the spectrum of climate variability there are also the prominent fea-tures of the major glaciations and de-glaciations of the earth, which havetime scales of roughly 20 kyr, 40 kyr and 100 kyr, corresponding to thecharacteristic time scales of changes in the sun-earth orbital parameters(Milankovitch 1941). The changing orbital con�guration produces changesin solar insolation, but they are not examples of the intrinsic solar variationswhich interest us here.There are also features that are spatially prominent. For example, theENSO (El Nino + Southern Oscillation) and QBO (Quasi-Biennial Oscilla-tion). The ENSO phenomenon is an sea-surface and atmospheric interactionthat arises from anomalous warming of the tropical Paci�c Ocean linked tochanges in surface winds (En�eld 1989; Anderson 1995). An ENSO eventlasts very roughly two years and recurs on time scales of 2-7 years. The1For example, \This `natural' variability arises from the internal processes at work inthe climate system and not from changes in external forcing." (Summary for Policymak-ers, p. 33, IPCC 1996)



SUN-CLIMATE CONNECTION 3QBO is the dominant oscillation of stratospheric wind velocity and tem-perature above the tropics. The QBO period is roughly 20-36 months. Itis not clear that the ENSO and QBO are related phenomena; however, ef-forts have been made to study their relationship (e.g., Angell 1992; Shiotani1992; Hasebe 1993; Stephenson & Royer 1995).The ENSO and QBO features have di�erent and strong regional im-pacts, as well as global implications. For example, ENSO events have beenlinked to changes in precipitation in many widely separated land areas (Gill& Rasmusson 1983; Ropelewski & Halpert 1987; Palmer & Brankovic 1989).The QBO is suspected of changing the e�ciency of the Hadley circulation,and therefore transporting the impact of a tropical event to higher latitudes(Kodera et al. 1990; Labitzke & van Loon 1994). Lack of complete knowl-edge about the ENSO and QBO mechanisms poses a serious challenge tomodels of climate change (e.g., Lindzen et al. 1995; Lau, Ho & Chou 1996).On longer time scales, i.e., decades to centuries over the last 10,000 yearsor so of the Holocene, the climate has been relatively mild and quiescent.Instrumental global average surface temperatures comprise only a smalland recent part of the climate record; reconstructions are necessary to inferapproximate climate changes beyond roughly the last century. One suchreconstruction of climate change going back to the 15th century is thesummer temperature index for the Northern Hemisphere (Bradley & Jones1993). The reconstructed, decadal temperature anomaly varies no morethan 1 C during the last 500 years.2Analysis of high resolution data from the Greenland ice cores betweenthe years 674 and 1985 reveals climate uctuations that are nonstationaryon time scales of decades to centuries (Mayewski et al. 1993), i.e., the meanand variance of the climate parameters change with time. These resultssuggest that climate responses can be highly nonlinear on those time scales.The nature of such climate variability has been studied using simple modelswith few internal degrees of freedom (e.g., Pielke & Zeng 1994; Kurganskyet al. 1996). The model results indicate that the climate response may bechaotic on time scales of decades to centuries, although the only change inexternal forcing that the models allow is the annual cycle of solar insolation.2IPCC 1996 states that the evidence for a \discernible human inuence on globalclimate" derives in part from records like the Bradley & Jones index which suggest\...that the 20th century global mean temperature is at least as warm as any othercentury since at least 1400 AD" (Summary for Policymakers, p. 5). However, it shouldbe noted that the Bradley & Jones index (as well as the instrumental record) showsthe 20th-century warming occurred early in the century, prior to most of the increase inconcentration of the anthropogenic greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Thus, most ofthe early 20th-century warming must be natural, and its cause(s) must be sought outsideanthropogenic e�ects.



4 S.L. BALIUNAS AND W.H. SOONThe above discussion is not complete but is meant to serve as a reminderthat the sources and causes of natural variability in the climate systemare not well understood. Those poorly-understood components of naturalvariability include the unknown extent of solar irradiance change on timescales longer than a decade or so.Some evidence in the climate record does point to a solar inuence ontime scales of decades to centuries. For example, Labitzke (1987) found astatistically signi�cant, positive correlation between the north polar wintertemperature (at the 50 mb geopotential height) and phase of the solar cycleduring the western wind phase of the QBO. Other examples are the cor-relation between global sea surface temperature anomaly and the envelopeof the sunspot number record over the last 150 years or so (Reid 1987), orthe highly signi�cant correlation between the Northern Hemisphere landsurface temperature anomaly and the length of the sunspot cycle over atleast the last 100 years (Friis-Christensen & Lassen 1991; Lassen & Friis-Christensen 1995). Burroughs (1992) reviews the coincidence of solar-likeperiodicities (e.g., 11, 22, 80-90 and 200-yr) in some climate and meteoro-logical records. Finally, Karl�en & Kuylenstierna (1996) recently reportedthat seventeen out of nineteen Scandinavian periods of colder climate dur-ing the Holocene occurred during intervals of low solar magnetic activityinferred from radiocarbon records.By how much does the Sun change?There are at least four ways in principle to obtain information on so-lar magnetic variability (and the associated irradiance changes) on timescales of decades to centuries. First is direct observations of the sun (seeother papers, this volume). Second is the study of the solar magnetic vari-ations contained in, e.g., historical sunspot records and cosmogeochemicalreservoirs such as tree rings and ice cores (see, e.g., Stuiver, this volume).Third is observations of surface magnetism and brightness changes insunlike stars. Our de�nition of sunlike stars includes the sun and those starsclose in mass and age that behave magnetically and photometrically similarto the sun over time scales of decades to centuries (e.g., Zhang et al. 1994).Thus, we exclude young stars (of ages less than roughly 2 gigayr for starsclose in mass to the Sun) from this de�nition. At that age and younger,the solar-mass stars show a negative correlation of photometric brightnesswith surface magnetic activity variation, a behavior opposite that of thecurrent Sun (Radick, Lockwood & Baliunas 1990; Lockwood et al. 1992;Dorren & Guinan 1994). Fourth is the study of the inverse problem: themodeled response of the climate system to assumed solar forcings (e.g.,Soon, Posmentier & Baliunas 1996, but see an alternative perspective in,e.g., Shine 1994).



SUN-CLIMATE CONNECTION 5Our interest here is con�ned to recorded variations in surface magneticactivity, which are positively correlated with irradiance variability on timescales of the 11 year cycle, and are thought to be associated with irra-diance variability on longer time scales. The records of solar magnetismbecome faint beyond several millennia; therefore, we can say little aboutchanges on time scales longer than several centuries. Magnetically relatedchanges in total solar irradiance (Gilliland 1989; Spruit 1994; Parker 1995)are distinctly di�erent from changes in solar insolation that result fromMilankovitch forcing. They are also separate from the luminosity increasethat occurs as the thermonuclear energy steadily grows while the Sun ageson the main sequence.The direct measurements of solar total irradiance only go back aboutone-and-one-half solar cycles; the full range of irradiance change is lessthan 0.14% over that period. At �rst glance, those irradiance changes seeminsu�cient in amplitude to cause a temperature response of the climatesystem that is larger than a tenth degree C or less (e.g., Ho�ert, Frei &Narayanan 1988; Stevens & North, this volume), assuming that the re-sponses to changes in radiative input are correctly modeled in the climatesimulations.But what about solar irradiance change over many decades, or a cen-tury? Several estimates of irradiance change have been made, starting withFoukal & Lean (1990), primarily through a correlation of the recent totalirradiance records with concurrent solar activity records, e.g., most often,the sunspot number record. Then a linear extrapolation is made back intime, and so yields a solar irradiance record over the last 100 years. Itshould be noted that such estimates assume that the sunspot number overa decade or so has the proper dynamic range to reveal the full irradiancechange over a century or more, and that the extrapolation to the long timescales is linear.Such extrapolations assume there are no larger irradiance variationsover a century than are present within one cycle, as the sunspot num-ber undergoes nearly its full range of variation over one cycle. Thus, themodeled response to the inferred irradiance changes is still on the orderof several hundredths of a degree. In such constructs the Sun's inuence,although perhaps detectable, is negligible in causing most of the observedglobal temperature changes of the last 100 years.However, a solar total irradiance variation of as much as about 1% ontime scales of decades to centuries cannot be ruled out by most theoreticalconsiderations on solar variability. It is ruled out for the period of solarsatellite measurements over nearly the last two decades. On the other hand,sunlike stars vary in photometric brightness over an activity cycle by 0.5%



6 S.L. BALIUNAS AND W.H. SOONor so (but less than 1%, e.g., Zhang et al. 1994).What are the response to �ngerprint of solar forcing?Attempts have been made to calculate the response of the climate tosolar radiative forcing using general circulation models (GCMs). There aretwo broad interests in such numerical experiments. First is to study theinuence of solar forcing in pre-anthropogenic periods on climate change,e.g., a possible decrease in the solar irradiance during the Maunder Mini-mum (circa 1645-1715) as a contribution to the causes of the relatively cooltemperatures seen in the \Little Ice Age," circa 16th through 18th cen-turies (Nesme-Ribes et al. 1993). Second is to distinguish the �ngerprintof solar forcing from the forcing caused by anthropogenic changes in theof atmospheric abundances of greenhouse gases and aerosols (Santer et al.,Chapter 8, IPCC 1996).According to the IPCC, one way to distinguish natural (e.g., solar andvolcanic) from anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcing is to consider the dif-ferences in the patterns of regional, vertical and time-dependent change forthe responses to the various forcings. In particular, the vertical structure ofthe atmospheric temperature changes is the preferred distinguishing char-acteristic of those natural and anthropogenic �ngerprints. The greenhouse�ngerprint should be a cooler lower stratosphere and warmer troposphere,\a �ngerprint that is highly speci�c to anthropogenic forcing." (Chapter 8,p. 429). The IPCC cites the Hansen, Wang & Lacis (1978) model resultsshowing a volcanic �ngerprint (on short time scale) that produces a warmerlower stratosphere and cooler troposphere. IPCC further cites Wetherald &Manabe (1975)'s results that produce tropospheric warming but no lowerstratospheric cooling for an increase in the solar constant.But the results of the Laboratoire de M�et�eorologie Dynamique (LMD)GCM show no signi�cant di�erence between the response in the tropo-sphere and lower stratosphere to forcing by an increased solar constant andincreased greenhouse gases (Sadourny 1994). Royer, Chauvin & P�elissier(1994) have con�rmed the LMD calculations for both the Sun and thegreenhouse gases using the Arpege GCM model which uses a larger num-ber of vertical layers than most other GCMs. Moreover, the LMD andArpege results for increased greenhouse gas forcing yield a response similarto that of Wetherald & Manabe (1988) and Rind et al. (1990). Therefore,the LMD model suggests that either forcing will produce a similar tropo-spheric warming and lower stratospheric cooling, which is consistent withthe observed vertical pattern of the temperature �eld. In addition, Mar-shall et al. (1994) �nd the climate responses at the surface to be similar foranthropogenic carbon dioxide and solar constant changes in experimentsusing the NCAR CCM1.



SUN-CLIMATE CONNECTION 7However, Royer et al. (1994) pointed out that there is a di�erence be-tween the greenhouse gas response and solar response in the middle strato-sphere. They predict that the middle stratosphere will warm slightly in thecase of an increase in the solar constant. On the other hand, an increase ofwell-mixed greenhouse gases should extend the cooling trend begun in thelower stratosphere throughout the stratosphere.Michaels & Knappenberger (1996) point out another di�culty in �n-gerprint attribution: The evaluation of vertical, latitudinal and temporalpattern-based predictions (e.g., Santer et al. 1996) can be biased by theselection of time intervals in the limited temperature records used for com-parison in the model evaluation. Thus, given the uncertainties in the modelcomputations and lack of su�cient records for testing them, it is not pos-sible at present to distinguish the individual �ngerprints of solar and an-thropogenic causes of climate forcings.The next question is whether the climate response to solar irradiancechange involves a single mechanism. For example, a change in solar irra-diance at di�erent wavelengths may cause di�erent responses to variouscomponents of the climate system. Thus, a variation in the solar constant,which is the model parameterization of solar irradiance change, may be apoor indicator of climate variability. E.g., the solar inuence may compriseultraviolet irradiance changes that modulate the tropospheric-stratosphericchemistry (Toumi, Bekki & Law 1994; Haigh 1996; Zhong, Toumi & Haigh1996), coupled with the visible irradiance changes which penetrate to thelower atmosphere and sea surface (White et al. 1997) to a�ect the dynamicsof the planetary-scale waves, the north-south Hadley circulation and per-haps the east-west tropical Walker circulation. Evidence for other possiblelinks, although on the short time scales outside our discussion, are the rela-tionships between strong solar proton events and temperature changes seenin both the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (Schuurmans & Oort1969; Schuurmans 1991). In addition, solar are-energetic particle events(i.e., including solar proton ares, H� ares and other events that mayhave been coronal mass ejections) have been linked to tropospheric zonaland meridional circulation, including the strength of cyclonic activity (e.g.,Sarukhanyan & Smirnov 1970; Stolov & Shapiro 1974; Olson, Roberts &Zeferos 1975).In order to account for the integrated inuence of solar action, it isalso necessary to include the interactions of the Sun's magnetic activityand the solar wind structure with the galactic cosmic rays (e.g., Tinsley,Brown & Scherrer 1989) and the geomagnetic �eld (e.g., Bucha 1988; Nur-galiyev 1991; Anderson 1992). Such spatial and temporal modulation bysolar activity is suspected to alter the electrical (Tinsley 1994) and chemical(Chamberlain 1977; Cole 1984; Pudovkin & Raspopov 1992) properties of



8 S.L. BALIUNAS AND W.H. SOONthe upper atmosphere, possibly inuencing the cloud microphysics (i.e., icenucleation rate; Tinsley & Deen 1991), and hence changes in global cloudcoverage (Pudovkin & Veretenenko 1996; Svensmark & Friis-Christensen1997).The identi�cation of any �ngerprint of climate forcing, either naturalor anthropogenic, requires that all relevant factors in climate change onscales of decades to centuries need to be considered simultaneously in amodel (e.g., Schneider 1994; Rind 1996). After the model is veri�ed, thenthe relative role of each forcing can be assessed. At present, models failveri�cation (Lindzen 1994; Sun & Held 1996), therefore it is not useful todiscuss uncertainties of the projections based on current models.3 However,the shortcomings point to important areas of future research that shouldserve to improve the models. The role of the climate models is more as aheuristic guide to the principal factors controlling climate change ratherthan actual prediction of future changes (Oreskes, Shrader-Frechette & Be-litz 1994). Thus, our intent in evaluating the models against recent climaterecords di�ers from the IPCC emphasis on the attempt to project futureclimate change, and anthropogenic change in particular.Once the veri�ed model and the mechanisms of climate change for eachforcing are understood, presumably the �ngerprint for each mechanism canthen be determined. At present there is no well-determined �ngerprint forsolar forcing since neither the mechanism(s) nor response(s) are understood.\A constant observation of the sun with this view, and a proper informa-tion respecting the general mildness or severity of the seasons, in all partsof the world, may bring this theory to perfection or refute it if it be notwell founded" (Herschel 1801). We can only add to Herschel's remark thatthe Sun must be viewed at all wavelengths with attention to its intrinsicmagnetic variation.This work was supported by the Electric Power Research Institute andthe Richard C. Lounsbery Foundation.3E.g., nearly all the GCM's discussed in IPCC 1996 (Kattenberg et al., Chapter 6and p. 315) predict strong surface warming in the winter in the Arctic region for thebenchmark experiment of doubling carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. However, the tem-perature record does not show the trend predicted for the present equivalent 50% increasein carbon dioxide. Perhaps the models' handling of sea-ice feedbacks and meridional heattransport are inadequate and explain the discrepancy (e.g., Crane & Walsh 1992; Kahlet al. 1993).
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